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Let me set the stage and put things in context right from 
the beginning with an imaginary tale.

It’s 1988 and you are a 12 years old. It’s a sunny afternoon 
in early July, at a time when dial-up modems make the 
Internet sound like R2D2, soda pop comes in glass 
bottles and toys with tiny detachable parts don’t come 
with choking hazard signs. These are the good old days. 
The days when all you wanted to do was go out exploring, 
race through the neighborhood with your friends or  
build forts in the forest. 

Instead, your mom is forcing you to help out with the 
annual garage sale, so you are sitting outside your house, 
baking in the afternoon sun.

It’s not all bad though, you tell yourself. You might have 
been really sad last night at the thought of parting with 
some old toys you haven’t looked at for the last five years, 
but at least you might get some money from it. In fact, you 
have been daydreaming about it all morning: all that cash 
from instantly selling your stuff—filling your homemade 
peanut butter jar piggy bank. With it, you could buy that 
new BMX bike that looks like a gas-powered motocross 
motorcycle with real shocks, maybe add windows to 
your tree fort or treat yourself to larger weekly stashes 
of Hubba Bubba gum, Nerds candy and potato chips all 
summer. Oh! The endless possibilities. But there’s only 
one problem.

Nobody’s buying your stuff. Sure, your mom’s old blue 
glass plates and grandma’s spoon collection aren’t really 
flying off the shelf either, but your parents seem to be 
getting a heck of a lot more traffic than you. Dad is selling 
old tools. A wave of local students is rummaging through 
mom’s old kitchen equipment. Your toys, the ones you 
reluctantly deemed worthy of giving up, have barely 
warranted a glance.
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So, what’s the problem? Well, in hindsight, as with 
most things, it’s fairly easy to spot. You live in a college 
neighborhood with plenty of single adults and few 
children. It’s a hot summer day and the few children who 
live in the neighborhood are out playing (like you wanted 
to do), not prowling garage sales on the off-chance 
someone is selling a limited edition of a Archie comic 
or an oversized My Little Pony plush toy. Last problem: 
you are selling things that were not good enough for you 
to keep. If it was not good enough for you to keep, it is 
probably not good enough for others to buy. Plus, you 
naively thought, “I have set up my garage sale table, I have 
things to sell and, therefore, people will show up at my 
sale to buy them.” And, on top of that, you thought “Just 
to make sure, I will sell everything cheap; that way, price 
will not be a problem.”

The truth of the matter is, a lot of 
entrepreneurs spend just as little time 
today really thinking about their 
clients as we did as kids at garage 
sales. Business owners and operators 
all across the world aren’t connecting 
with their clients and, as a result, 
are throwing away the opportunity 
to unlock their potential. They do 
this because they fail to recognize 
one simple truth: businesses solve 
people’s problems.

The purpose of any enterprise is to 
provide value to the market—to fill a 
void, meet a market need, and make 
people’s lives better and easier.

You must recognize  
one simple truth: 
businesses solve 
people’s problems.
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We actually learn this from a very young age, which is 
why, when we saw thirsty strangers walking through 
our neighborhood on a hot summer’s day, the more 
industrious among us erected lemonade stands and 
charged 50 cents a glass for that cool, satisfying beverage. 
When our school stopped the sale of pop on its premises, 
we smuggled some in and made a small fortune profiting 
from our peers’ sugar cravings.

A business can survive only if it serves some purpose in 
the community. A man with no car will not buy tires. 
A woman who doesn’t own a mobile phone will not 
download a cool new app. A family without pets will not 
purchase dog food. You can create the finest products ever 
imagined, but if no one has the problem your products or 
services are trying to solve, they will not sell. A business 
without sales—without clients—cannot keep its doors 
open.

In a world increasingly driven by data points and  
complex algorithms, it can be difficult to see one’s client 
as an individual—even as a human being. For corporate 
giants with millions of customers, we might all look like 
nothing more than numbers but, not only is this the 
wrong attitude to take, the assumption is false.

A casual observer might see us as people with no great 
difference from one to the next, yet that doesn’t explain 
why one person walks into a Starbucks for their morning 
coffee and another chooses to visit the drive-through 
window at Tim Hortons. Our individuality guides our 
behavior. But we are often clueless about where this comes 
from and how it affects us. We might live in a region with 
four distinct seasons but when the winter skies dump 
piles of snow, some families buy a seasonal ski pass while 
others are already planning their trip to the Caribbean.
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Knowing one’s client is about so 
much more than doing market 
research in one’s pajamas with a 
computer, gathering up whatever 
facts Google spits out and creating 
rudimentary reports that we can 
finish up by lunch. It requires 
connecting with people on a deeper 
level and doing the required mental 
gymnastics to get there. Some 
entrepreneurs might consider 
themselves to be remarkably good 
at gathering basic information about 
their individual clients—their age, 
salary, and schedule; the areas where 
they live; and other useful data. 
Yet, ask the business owner a more 
thought-provoking question like, “Why did this client 
decide to look for your store in the first place?” or “What 
are this client’s core motivations? What do they want, 
need, and desire?” and, suddenly, more than 70 percenti  

of these owners will go blank. They then revert back to 
their mounds of statistics and easily quantifiable data.

Knowing one’s client (or potential client if you are just 
starting) cannot end at simply determining whether an 
individual has the capacity to buy from you because they 
have enough cash in their account or enough room on 
their credit card. You need to know and understand where 
the buying decision originated. You need to determine 
their motivations and, more importantly, the specific 
problem you can solve for them. You also need to know 
who is most likely to want this solution. And then you 
must ask: What is the best message I can communicate to 
let this client know that I understand their needs and how 
to help them?

You need to know  
and understand  
where the buying 
decision originated.
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As much as we may not like it, the world is changing. 
There is now an enormous expansion of markets due to 
globalization and improved accessibility of information. 
Local, independent entrepreneurs have never had so 
much competition.

Your clients are the foundation of your business. 
Without them, your business could not exist. Yet many 
entrepreneurs seem to know almost nothing about them. 
Instead, many entrepreneurs often adopt Kevin Costner’s 
Field of Dreams attitude of, “If you build it, they will 
come.” They think that their product has automatic value, 
that their business deserves customers just by existing.

Some also think, “I will sell it cheaper than the others, 
so I will get more business with more sales.” But this is 
true only if you see yourself as selling a commodity, and 
commodities only sell if they are as good as the others 
available and as long as you have the cheapest price. Often, 
it is just a matter of time before the arrival of a cheaper, 
comparable product. Once that happens—poof! Your 
clients disappear. Do you want to build a commodity-
based business? Some might, but most don’t.

It is possible to be successful solely by studying the 
observable, measurable, quantifiable external drivers of 
your client’s behavior, much like you don’t always need 
to attend class to pass the final exam. If it is a multiple-
choice test, you can guess at the answers and hope you get 
lucky. If you’re smart, you can deduce and guess your way 
through it and use a little common sense. Either way, you 
will probably not be awarded honors and, perhaps most 
importantly, you will not be rewarded with peace of mind. 
The student who studied for 36 hours straight before the 
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exam might end up getting the same mark as you, but at 
least she knew going in that she had done everything she 
could to get the best grade possible and, in the end, that is 
all life can really ask of us.

This book is not a recipe for guaranteed success, but if 
you work at understanding your client, it will make 
success much more likely. Taking the time to learn how 
to acquire, analyze, and use emotional information in 
combination with objective data will not only provide a 
more stable, long-term strategy for your business, it is 
also your best weapon against the tightening squeeze of 
your competitors.

No matter how much data is collected and organized by 
entrepreneurs, 70 percent of the buying decisionii is based 
on the less tangible information that is found in an area 
where numbers will not offer much insight: the emotional 
side of the brain.

When you understand your clients, you can build better 
teams by hiring people who respond to your specific 
clientele. You can make the connection between how 
your services address your client’s motivations and solve 
their problems. You can spend less money on ineffectual 
advertising by targeting potential clients who are actually 
interested in your services—not simply those who happen 
to fall into your market segment. And, you can close sales 
faster because you are able to connect with your client 
on a deeper level. Ultimately, the better you understand 
your clients, the better you can respond to their needs, 
reduce their frustrations and pain points, and develop 
superior products, services and business practices that 
will generate more revenue and bring greater success.
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Yet, in my consultations with entrepreneurs when I 
brought up topics directly related to their clients, I heard 
the same thing over and over again. “How did I not think 
of this?” “Why did I just assume that?” “Boy, that’s a lot 
of things to think about!” All good insights, no doubt, but 
if you do not reflect on these factors until after you have 
lost tens of thousands of dollars on the wrong product or 
service, it is either too late or a very expensive waste of 
money. Success comes from knowing your client before 
you begin your business venture rather than hoping to 
stumble upon this knowledge afterward.

It might seem very basic and straightforward, if not 
obvious but, unfortunately, it happens all the time. This 
book is not going to be like many of the other business 
books you might have seen out there. If you truly want 
to start connecting with your client, there is no step-by-
step guide that will tell you exactly how to do that, and 
there are no one-stop shops that will give you all the 
information you will need.

What this book will do is show you how to change your 
mindset, to alter your thinking and help solve client 
problems yourself. Don’t think of this as a recipe book, 
but as a cooking class. It will change how you think and 
develop your skill set.

This book will give you tools you can use for any business 
venture over and over again. But you will need to do  
some work to be successful. You will have to do things 
that may seem strange at first, but that will become 
familiar over time.

The goal is to make you a better entrepreneur, to allow you 
to tackle every part of your business with purpose, and to 
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connect with as many clients as possible and truly solve 
their problems. In addition, this book can also support 
you in your journey to becoming a better problem solver, 
a better communicator and, potentially, a better person.

It will help you build a solid foundation with a defined 
clientele and a winning strategy to both reach and serve 
them. If you are already experiencing success and are 
looking to expand, this book will help you grow your client 
base in the best possible way and expand your business in 
a manner that makes sense for your customers. Finally, if 
your business is not providing you the kinds of rewards 
you want, this book will help you focus your operations 
on the right clients to build long-term, stable success.

Every business is different, but this 
mindset can be used no matter what 
you sell or what stage your business 
is in (idea, start-up, stabilization, 
growth, maturity, etc.). The way you 
apply this mindset is up to you. Not 
only do you need to understand 
your clients so you build something 
for them, you should take it a step 
further. You must—as a business 
owner, as an entrepreneur or as 
someone involved in a business—
become the expert on your client. 
Aim to know your clients as well 
as they know themselves. Through 
this book, my objective is to help 
entrepreneurs fundamentally change 
how they approach their business.

It is time to create 
a new culture, 
a new movement 
that focuses 
entrepreneurs, 
leaders and  
companies  
on becoming experts 
on their clients.
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It is time to create a new culture, a new movement 
that focuses entrepreneurs, leaders and companies on 
becoming experts on their clients. My goal is that you  
will join me in this effort. By the end of the book, my  
hope is that you will see what I see and believe what 
I believe: that entrepreneurs need to have intimate 
knowledge and understanding of their clients—how they 
think, act, and react. 

Now, it is time to show you why you should join this 
movement.

This book will explain the development of this approach, 
share some entrepreneurial stories, and illustrate how 
hundreds of people have been helped successfully. You 
will discover the difference between the internal factors 
that bring us to the decision to buy and the external 
factors that determine whether we can buy. You will learn 
how to collect, test, and analyze both internal and external 
information to better understand your clients.

Lastly, you will learn how to put 
these pieces of information together 
and apply them to build a better 
business. You will see how to use 
the information to establish your 
primary clientele and to grow 
secondary client segments or, once 
you have established and stabilized 
your company, explore tertiary target 
groups. You will understand how 
to apply this information to your 
business and how to use internal  

Internal Factors 
bring us to  
the decision  
to buy and  

External Factors  
determine whether  

we can buy.
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and external knowledge to create ideal marketing 
campaigns, effective messaging, better employee 
recruitment strategies, more refined products or services, 
and much more.

This book was written because as a business coach, 
surprisingly, one of the hardest questions for the 
entrepreneurs I coach to answer is this:

“Who are your clients?”





THE ORIGIN  
OF THE 
BOOK



As businesspeople, our job is not simply to analyze and reflect 
on the challenges of the day like journalists, but to actually fix 
them. After all, as entrepreneurs, our livelihood depends on it.

There is a misconception that businesses should think of their 
customers as data points in their sales funnel instead of people; 
as a result, entrepreneurs often have no real picture of the client 
they wish to serve. The business culture of today reinforces a 
mindset that, in many ways, both creates and continues to foster 
this problem.

“Know your client” is the type of vague edict you might read in 
a typical self-help book or hear in a generic marketing seminar. 
But let’s explore it a little more.

For one, it does not mean simply knowing statistical data about 
your clients. That information is useful, but it is far from the 

PROPOSING  
A RETURN  
TO BASICS
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I find that the harder I work, the  
more luck I seem to have.

– Thomas Jefferson
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whole story. Income and demographics (age, gender, ethnicity, 
etc.) can tell us a lot about a person, but they fail to explain 
motivations, purpose, or desires; they do not help us understand 
who that person truly is.

Knowing one’s client is about more than obtaining measurable 
or quantifiable information. We need to go beyond numbers 
and data. We need to start to find out why our clients are 
looking for a solution, discover what motivates them, and 
uncover what their needs are. It is only at that point that we  
can really understand what it means to “know” our client.

Knowing your client means more than getting answers to simple 
multiple-choice questions generated by a computer. It means 
starting to understand the unseen side of people—their psyche. 
It doesn’t mean you have to become the next Sigmund Freud, 
Carl Jung, Carl Rogers, or other great minds of the psychology 
world. Rather, it means taking a step back and remembering 
that each and every one of your clients, although they can be 
grouped and categorized rationally are, in fact, emotional, 
feeling beings—not just a simple data set.

As entrepreneurs, we must be willing to change our perception 
of our clients—not just to succeed, but build a better, more stable, 
more sustainable company that will weather the inevitable ups 
and downs. We need to be experts on our clients, both on the 
emotional and rational factors that influence them.

This book will teach you how to do these things on your own so 
that you can repeat this process many times and truly understand 
why you are doing it. It will show you the path, but you will have to 
work in order to successfully tread it.

This is not a one-size-fits-all solution. Just like every business 
is unique, with its own realities and challenges—and every 
entrepreneur even more so—every client is also quite unique, 
although we can see patterns and similarities between them.
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It is important to pause to explain two premises in this book. 
The first is that, ultimately, what entrepreneurs do is solve 
problems. A problem is simply something that needs to be 
resolved; it does not have to be negative. Solutions can be 
efficiencies, time savings, ease of use as well as eliminating 
or preventing something negative. Solving a problem is to go 
from one point to another, from one state to another, from 
here to there, no matter how big or small, how important, how 
mundane, or how impactful the problem. A problem presents 
an opportunity and providing the solution gives the business  
a purpose.

The second premise is that you need to focus on the individual, 
not on the target market or market segment. Many of you may 
have encountered the concept of target market. There are plenty 
of books, templates, and videos out there on this subject matter, 
and it is important. But target markets or market segments 
are groupings of individuals with similar characteristics and, 
sometimes, similar personalities. I want you to look at each 
person and focus on developing an understanding of the ideal 
individual who will be willing to buy your product without 
compromise, someone who will become the champion of your 
brand. You need to make sure you have identified the right client 
and that you understand them, their motivations, and their 
desires.

You first need to pinpoint the individual and then identify  
the group they are part of. Too many entrepreneurs start and 
stop at “grouping” their clients, so they never truly understand 
each person. This is the challenge addressed in this book; this 
is how you are going to connect with your client and build a 
successful business.

It is not the first time someone tells you that each of your clients is 
unique, nor the first reminder that your clients are all individual 
human beings with their own personal story, experiences, and 
perceptions. But many of the key questions are rarely asked by 
small businesses today.
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According to the US Small Business & Entrepreneurship 
Council, a small business is 20 employees or less and accounts 
for 89.4% of companies operating in the United States. But as 
the Canadian description adds a further level of definition,  
I used the Canadian data to illustrate the importance of small 
business in the North American economy. Statistics Canada 
data have included another category described as micro-
enterprises (one to four employees) that represented 54.1 
percent of employers in 2016, and small businessesiii made 
up 43.8 percent, with large businesses representing only 2.1 
percent of employers, as illustrated in the diagram The impact  
of small business.iv With that in mind, I feel the need to remind 
owners of micro-enterprises and small business owners to stop 
and get to know their clients.

THE IMPORTANCE OF SMALL BUSINESS  
IN THE ECONOMY
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To help illustrate the approach, let’s frame the information 
within a metaphor: imagine we are building a house.

Like entrepreneurs focusing on numbers and statistics—the 
things that they can see—people asked to think about a house 
will most often visualize four walls and a roof. Even as kids, 
this is what we draw. Yet, a mindset like this can cause us to 
miss the big picture. Yes, a house is technically four walls and 
a roof, but it also requires a foundation; it needs something 
to hold up the walls and roof. And there are many internal 
components we do not see that make up the basic structure 
of the house.

Tossing building materials together won’t make a house, but 
good planning and proper construction techniques will. You 
can’t decide you want windows and then leave no wall space  
to insert them. You can’t install a chandelier if your ceiling is too 
weak to support it.

Unfortunately, this type of thinking is all too common in the 
world of small business. Many businesses have great ideas for 
products or services, but they do not know who might want to 
buy them. This is a scary thought, as the livelihoods and well-
being of many entrepreneurs depend on their business. Yet, a 
business is often just “thrown together”; their owners assume 
they will be successful, but do not make the plans necessary to 
make that happen.

When building a house, or a business, you need to understand 
who is around to help, what is possible, who is going to 
purchase it (or purchase from you), what is possible now,  
what needs to be done for tomorrow, and so on. 
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A business, no matter what it does or where it is in the world, 
is not a business if it does not have clients. This is a simple 
and straightforward concept. And yet, time and time again, 
clients are an afterthought. This has to change if we want more 
businesses to succeed and grow. We need to put the client first 
in our business.

When constructing a house, we start by identifying the type of 
foundation we need, then plan and lay it. The foundation of a 
business is its clients. It is what your entire business is built on 
and ensures success at all other levels. 

The first floor—the main floor—allows us to focus on what is 
important. This is where we find two key concepts that are at the 
foundation of this book. Let’s go inside and explore what I call 
internal factors and external factors. These are terms I will use 
throughout. 

MAIN FLOOR
main floor

internal
factors

application
methodexternal

factors
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The largest area of our first floor is taken up by the internal factors 
room. It is the main room of the house and takes up half of the 
space. This is your clients’ emotional, qualitative information. 
In subsequent chapters, we’ll discuss the impact of these factors, 
strategies on how to collect and use this information, and 
approaches to test its usefulness. Finally, we’ll explore how far 
you should go in collecting this information, and how much you 
should rely on it.

At the bottom left of the image is something that is probably 
more familiar to you, the external factors room. This smaller 
room houses the rational, quantifiable data: the external 
information that can be measured and studied. It is the easiest 
information to find and the most readily at our disposal. Here 
we will look at what information allows your client to follow 
through with their decision to buy. We will identify how to find 
the right information to support your business, how to analyze 
it correctly, and how to use it to complement the internal 
information you gather.

Next to the internal factors room is the method room where 
you will explore how to build a business and which approach  
is right for your client and also right for you.

At the end of this hallway to the right is the application room 
where we will put these pieces of information together to form 
a workable plan. We will identify what kind of patterns are 
appearing. We will determine what kinds of clients you want 
to work with and if they are the clients who are most willing to 
pay for and use the solutions you have developed. We will also 
explore how to build the right business to deliver all of this.

So, that is the framework and the approach. Let’s begin the 
journey toward getting to know your clients better.



In all of our lives there are always a few moments that, for 
whatever reason, we will remember forever. Every image, every 
word, and every detail will be burned into our memories, and 
we will never forget them. I have had a couple of moments like 
that too, and these led me to the knowledge I am sharing with 
you today.

During the start-up phase of my official business-coaching 
firm and while I was providing services to the clients of Invest 
Ottawa, a small business and entrepreneurship center, I was 
meeting all sorts of entrepreneurs in many industries with 
varied offerings ranging from product sales to service delivery. 
These entrepreneurs were at various stages in their businesses, 
from the idea phase to preparing for retirement, and they had 
different financial challenges, from the “no money start-up”  
to the “I poured my life savings and retirement money into  
my business.”

TWO 
REAL-LIFE 
EXAMPLES

02

All progress takes place outside  
the comfort zone.

– Michael John Bobak
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I was taking a very traditional hands-on approach, giving specific 
step-by-step advice to my clients. Although my experiences with 
each individual helped me learn and grow, two people from that 
time stick out in my mind, because they really helped shape 
the approach and the concepts shared in this book: a personal 
trainer and an educator offering an after-school program.

EXAMPLE: THE PERSONAL TRAINER
The personal trainer, let’s call him Omar, had been in the 
industry for over 15 years and had built a good base of recurring 
clients, some of whom had been with him for many years, as 
well as a good list of occasional clients. He had many types of 
certifications. All in all, he appeared to be someone who should 
be doing well and be comfortable in his business, especially with 
the shift in society toward healthy living and fitness.

Yet, Omar was having a harder and harder time filling his 
schedule. After trying different types of promotions, ads, and 
other marketing approaches, he decided to get an outside 
point of view and booked an appointment at Invest Ottawa. He 
showed up ready to share, ready to listen, and eager to learn. But 
what struck me the most during our consultation is that Omar 
talked about his business with a focus on him, on how he likes 
his services.

Omar was sharing his years of experience and what he had 
discovered about his business—the skills and expertise he had, 
the costs, the market, and how his services had developed over 
time. But during this conversation, he rarely talked about his 
clients except to confirm that he noted information on them, 
data like where they worked, what they wore, how they traveled 
and to where, what type of car they drove, and more. But when 
I asked Omar about what had made them decide to come to see 
him, to explore physical fitness, to consider a personal trainer, 
to book his services, he went right back to the statistics and the 
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trends he had noticed.

Although he knew a lot about his clients, Omar really did not 
know his clients. I asked him what had motivated his clients to 
come see him. I asked him what drove his clients to seek his 
services. I asked him what were his clients’ true desires. To be 
active? Sure, a healthy body, OK, but what was that goal truly 
motivated by? Omar could not answer. He was speechless.

We spent the rest of the session working together, exploring his 
clients’ potential motivations, what had first driven them to seek 
his services, what were the reasons they might be coming back 
to see him. We both saw that he needed to understand more 
about why his clients sought his services.

Omar already knew most of the information he needed, as his 
work allowed him to work intimately with each client. Here 
were his first insights: most of his clients wanted to change their 
lifestyle, had tried many of the common methods, but had not 
been successful. Omar’s clients were looking for someone who 
was willing to work with them over time, understand their 
situation and their needs and be able to develop and adjust a 
plan that worked with their current realities. They were looking 
for someone who would address their physical needs but also 
conform to their time and commitment requirements, someone 
who had the skill set, knowledge and ability to change and adapt 
as their situations changed.

He quickly saw and understood this new perspective and now 
had a plan to further explore and validate these findings. A 
few weeks later, Omar sent me an email indicating that he had 
continued working since our meeting and had become better 
and better at understanding his client, at defining his client, and 
was already seeing the changes in his business. He had learned 
that it was not his certificates and credentials that were the most 
important factors in his success, but rather his ability to help by 
understanding and connecting with his client’s motivations and 
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adapting his services to their realities.

EXAMPLE: THE AFTER-SCHOOL PROGRAM PROVIDER
Maria’s story is similar to Omar’s, yet, different. Maria, who’s 
name was also changed for this book, is also an expert in her 
field with a long list of credentials: she has a bachelor’s degree in 
science, a teaching degree, a master’s in social work, and a PhD 
in education.

Maria did her thesis on learning habits and techniques and is 
an expert in her field. Her doctoral dissertation was published 
and she was invited to speak on its subject matter at various 
conferences.

Her continued research and drive stemmed from the fact that 
her own children have slight learning disabilities and she saw 
how hard it was to help her own kids—even with her expertise. 
She wanted to help other parents in similar situations.

Maria knew that parents of children with learning disabilities, 
whether the problem is slight or severe, have additional 
challenges; therefore, she started an early childhood program 
to help children develop good habits and proper learning 
techniques. To reach the parents, she was promoting her services 
to parent-teacher groups to persuade them to set up a program 
at their schools.

Maria thought her program would be a sure thing because it 
would help children at all levels—even those who did not 
have problems. But her program was not being received as she 
thought it would be. Most parent groups did not want to spend 
their limited budget on her program, nor were they interested in 
pitching it to their schools. What more could a school or parent 
want from a program for their children, she thought? 

After a year of developing and promoting her program without 
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much success, Maria booked a consultation and we had the 
opportunity to meet for an hour to discuss her business and its 
challenges. She was determined to make her business work. She 
wanted to understand why things were not going according to 
her plan. Why were her clients not responding to her business 
as anticipated?

Maria quickly shared her background, provided a short 
explanation of her business and quickly got to her  
main challenge: the majority of parents who were paying 
for her program were the ones who wanted their kids 
to close the gap to a perfect score, the ones who wanted  
their kids to gain those elusive missing points. She was dealing 
with parents who had already decided that their kids, at the age 
of six, were going to become doctors, lawyers, and engineers. 

She was happy these clients were paying for her program, but she 
was still discouraged. Although she could help these children 
improve their habits, they were already driven and, for the most 
part, already had great study habits. 

When I asked who her target client was, she told me school 
children. When I asked her to be more specific, she said school 
children in the Ottawa area from educated families, whose 
parents both had degrees and whose salaries ranged from 
adequate to affluent. This allowed me to understand what her 
clients needed to possess so they could purchase from her, but 
not why her existing clients had decided to seek out help in the 
first place.

When I asked Maria to tell me more about these clients, much 
like Omar, she was unable to give me more information other 
than that her clients were driven and very persistent. When I 
asked her to talk a little more about their behaviors and desires, 
she said they would generally book packages of 10 sessions.

After a few more questions, it was clear that although she was an 
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expert in her field of work, she really could only provide statistics 
about the clients who were coming to use her services. When I 
asked about what motivated them to come see her in the first 
place, she became uncomfortable because she could not answer.

When I asked Maria what problem she was solving, what was 
the need that she was addressing, she confidently described her 
services and the expected results.

Once again, it was apparent that although Maria was an expert 
in her field, she was struggling because she was not an expert on 
her client. It was clear to me that I was onto something.



I tell Omar’s and Maria’s stories for reasons other than to 
motivate you to think about your client before you open or 
expand your business. I share these stories to show you the 
difference between understanding and defining one’s market 
(which these entrepreneurs did well) and defining one’s client 
(which they could not do).

Simply put, the market is a group of individuals who all buy 
products similar to yours or who have the problem you are 
solving. It is a very generic collection of people whose similarities 
bring them together, but this type of market data cannot explain 
what specific experience each individual is looking for. It won’t 
help you understand the internal factors that drive why someone 
would want to purchase your product, why they would prefer 
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Before anything else, preparation  
is the key to success.
– Alexander Graham Bell
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one of your products over another, or why they went looking 
for your solution in the first place. Statistical market research is 
certainly useful, but it can take your business only so far.

BUYING DECISION
buying decision

70%

30%

internal

external

(emotional)

(rational)
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Internal factors are the feelings, desires, 
and motivations that cannot be expressed 
as actual data; they cannot be seen, 
measured, or quantified, they can only 
be found by discovering them through 
interaction with the human being. No 
client can be defined effectively without 
examining these internal factors, and that 
is why pure market research focused only 
on external factors such as habits, salaries, 
preferred brands, region, and the like will 
never be strong enough alone.

Every human is a member of the water-
using market. We all need water to survive. 
That doesn’t automatically mean everyone will buy water from a 
plastic 500 mL bottle—even if it sold at a good price. Some don’t 
want to contribute more garbage to landfills, as there may not be 
recycling in their area. Some might worry about the pollution of 
our oceans, climate change, or other factors. If those feelings and 
worries—those things that cannot be seen or measured—are 
top of mind, it will not matter if they are thirsty and the bottled 
water is cheap. They will prefer to take a chance and hope to find 
a water fountain over the next hill so they do not contribute to 
the problem. This is the impact of an internal versus an external 
factor. This is the difference between why someone will consider 
something versus whether they have what is needed to make the 
purchase.

Conventional market wisdom would say that if the utility that a 
bottle of water offers is higher than its objective cost, the market 
will buy it. The market is thirsty and, therefore, the utility of the 
water will be relatively high. The bottled water is also reasonably 
cheap, and the pain they would feel in spending money is much 
less than the pleasure they would gain in quenching their thirst. 
It’s all perfectly rational, yet they still won’t buy the darn bottle.

Internal factors 
are the feelings, 
desires, and 
motivations that 
cannot be expressed 
as actual data; 
they cannot be  
seen, measured,  
or quantified.
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The reason that dehumanizing the client and assuming they all 
make decisions on a rational, localized level is an inherently 
unsustainable way of doing business because it can lead to huge 
investments and incredible speculation that are not supported 
by need or desire. The bottled water vendor might have read the 
weather report and realized it would be a hot day, so she poured 
her money into getting as much product as possible and trying 
to sell it quickly and in bulk. But the problem is, if she is trying 
to sell to individuals who do not believe in using unsustainable 
methods of water distribution, then she will be surprised by the 
results.

We probably have all heard of businesses that invested large 
sums of money on ads or high-end business improvements 
but were totally unsuccessful. We also hear stories of superior 
products losing out to something of lesser quality—there are 
many instances of this. A great example is when Sony’s Betamax 
was defeated by JVC’s VHS video format in the 1980s.

No matter the product or service, before a client can buy from 
you, they need to have done the following:

 _ identified they need to resolve something (motivation)

 _ established their reason to purchase (problem)

 _ decided they want to purchase it from you (connection); and

 _ confirmed they have the ability to buy it



INTERESTED IN MORE?
Thank you for downloading and reading the promotional 
chapters. In order to better understand Internal and External 
Factors, how to complete their discovery and how to integrate 
this knowledge into your business, visit the website to order 
your copy of the book. 

www.WhoAreMyClients.com
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